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Abstract
With my belief that there is not a comprehensive theory of adverb position, Iatridou (1990), Bobaljik & Jonas (1996), in this paper, I investigate the morph-syntax and distribution of adverbs in one of the Saudi dialects, Saudi Northern Region Dialect of Arabic (SNRDA); a dialect that is spoken in the Northern Region of Saudi Arabia. I will show that adverbs at least in SNRDA are not descriptively as simple as it is assumed for other dialects of Arabic studied by Nuha (2005) and in the Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) investigated by Fassi (1997, 1998). What is interesting in this dialect is that intonation plays role in where the adverbs appear and how they are interpreted; in addition, with the change of the adverb position, there is a change in the meaning. The contribution of this paper is that it discusses adverbs in a dialect which many of its syntactic facts remain largely un-described and adds to our understanding of the syntactic behavior of the adverbs.
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1. Introduction
Although the analysis of adverbs in the syntactic and semantic levels receives relatively much attention in languages like English, French, German and Italian; see Jackendoff (1972), Travis (1988), Pollock (1989, 1997), Emonds (1976), Belletti (1990, 1994), Cinque (1994, 1999 and 2004) and Ernst (1984, 1998 and 2002), adverbs in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) and dialects of Arabic have scarcely been investigated or studied, Fassi (1993, 1997, 1998 and 2013), AlAqad (2013) and Nuha (2005). This paper aims at discussing the morph-syntax and distribution of adverbs in one of the Saudi dialects, Saudi Northern Region Dialect of Arabic (henceforth SNRDA); a dialect that is spoken in the northern region of Saudi Arabia. I will show that adverbs at least in SNRDA are not descriptively as simple as it is assumed in other dialects of Arabic studied by Nuha (2005) and the Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) investigated by Fassi (1997, 1998) and that intonation plays role in where and how the adverbs are interpreted; in addition, it will be shown that with the change of the adverb position, there is a change in the meaning. The contribution of this paper is that it discusses adverbs in a dialect which many of its syntactic facts remain largely un-described and adds to our understanding of the syntactic behavior of the adverbs.

The organization of the paper is as follows: in section 2, I review some of the findings of studies done on adverbs in other languages showing that, to this day, there is not any comprehensive theory that could account for adverbs in all languages. Section 3 pinpoints some of the findings of the studies done on adverbs in some dialects of Arabic and MSA. In section 4, I present and discuss the morpho-syntax and distribution of adverbs in Saudi Northern Region Dialect of Arabic (SNRDA). Section 5 concludes by outlining descriptive and theoretical conclusions and remaining puzzles.

2. Studies Done on Adverbs of Other Languages
Since Jackendoff’s (1972) statement “the adverb is perhaps the least studied and most maligned part of speech”, a number of analyses for adverbs have been put forth in both syntactic and semantic fields. To account for the fact that adverbs appear in various positions in the clause, Keyser (1968) and Baltin (1982) assume that adverbs themselves move; they come up with what is referred to as “Transportability Convention”. To them, adverbs first appear to the right of the clause; then, they move to any positions to the left periphery of Verb Phrase, Inflectional Phrase or Complementizer Phrase. Pollock (1989, 1997) on the other hand, investigating English and
French, assumes that the verb or the auxiliary movement results in adverbs surfacing in preverbal or postverbal positions. However, Belletti (1990, 1994) accounts for the appearance of the adverb behind the subject in French by proposing that the subject is in a topic position.

In (1999), in the line with Kayne’s (1994) anti symmetric structure “adjunction” and Rizzi’s (1997) Structure of the Complementizer Phrase, the (CP) layer, of the left periphery of the clause, Cinque studying French, English, Hebrew, and Chinese as well as other languages proposes that adverbs are base generated specifiers that occur in a fixed universal hierarchal order with a single underlying position and there are 30 to 40 levels of functional head specifier positions. In case when the adverb appears in two different positions having different meaning, Cinque argues for a movement derivation. Heads of those phrases are semantically motivated in which the relative order of heads is represented by asymmetric c-commanding of those heads. Movement of the verb/auxiliary or the subject is considered to be the reason behind the different surface positions of the adverbs.

A number of works have refuted and shown that Cinque’s approach falls short; Contra Cinque, Costa (2000 and 2004) shows the possibility of coordinating adverbs of different semantic classes in Italian.

1. O Paulo le Frequentemente e simpaticamente o livraro avo
Joan often and nicely reads the book to the grandmother.

Ernst (2002), contra Cinque, also shows that although speaker and subject oriented adverbs have rigid order, quantificational and aspectual have variable ordering with meaning difference and participant PPs has free ordering with no meaning difference; (See also works done on Turkish language by Stephen & Ayse (2001), and on Indian language by Archna (2006) for the same argument).

In addition, Ernst (1984) shows that several adverbs can appear in one sentence in one position. If we accept Cinque’s approach, that there is only one single position for each adverb, we would need a highly articulated clause structure that could accommodate the piled up adverbs:

2. He apparently never merely skims papers but rather reads each on carefully.

The same phenomenon is attested in a V2-language like German; Haider (2000) shows that one of the challenges of Cinque’s approach is stacking of adverbials in an adverbial cluster.

3. (In zweiTagen am Strand wenn die Sonneuntergeht) wirstdu essehen (Haider, 2000)
   In two days at the beach when the sun set will you see

4. Abendswegen des Staus hat er diesen Platz gemieden
   In the evening because of the traffic congestion has he this place avoided.

Moreover, Potsman (1997), contra Cinque, shows that adverbs are not rigidly ordered in a sentence.

5. John will (probably wisely/wisely probably) accept your help (Potsman, 1997)
   The rebels have (now perhaps/perhaps now) surrendered.

On the other hand, Ernst (1998, 2002), observing that the hierarchy is too rigid to account for the data concerning scope, proposes that there is a semantic requirement for adverb positioning and adverbs are freely adjoined. She argues that the semantic feature on the head determines the ability of that head to license an adverb. So she argues that English and French languages have different distinct features on their Ts which result in contrast between the two languages (Haider, 2000, 2004 for the same approach).

Again, Ernst’s (2002) is not without problems. As it states by Cinque (2004), if we take Cinque’s (1999) main evidence for his fixed hierarchy proposal for adverbs, Ernst does not provide any semantic explanation why cross linguistically the number and type of adverbs and their order match the number and type and relative order of functional head morphemes.

Moreover, there is no complete understanding of the semantic of each adverb; Ernst proposal gives no answers to questions like: why for instance speaker and subject oriented adverbs have rigid order while quantificational and aspectual have variable ordering with meaning difference; whereas, participant PPs has free ordering with no meaning difference; and why certain verbs can precede only certain adverbs in a language like French; why not all adverbs. And in a system with TP and VP layers, why adverbs adjoined to TP depend on the form of that verb, participial or finite.

Ernst’s (2002) analysis of adverbs does not provide any explanation for the variation in the following:
6. Honestly John has spoken about the truth to his mother.
7. John has spoken about the truth to his mother honestly.

Why the adverb honestly surfacing clause initially in (6) cannot be interpreted as a manner adverb like when it appears clause finally in (7).

We could see that none of the Cinque’s (1999) and Ernst (2002) is not without problems; not to mention, both analyses do not consider that there are other adverbials that are to be investigated and account for before theories are put forth; for instance, adverbials that modify adjectives like the adverbial heel “very/extremely” in SNRDA. Thus, I would say that much more work needs to be done in order to reach a comprehensive theory that could account for adverbs in all languages. Next, works done on Arabic adverbs are discussed.

3. Adverbs in Arabic

Very few works have been done on Arabic adverbs and all are descriptive which shows the complexity of the adverbs and the unavailability of a comprehensive theory. Nuha (2005), discussing two dialects of Arabic, Palestinian Arabic (PA) and Hijazi Arabic (HA), following Jackendoff’s (1972), assumes that there are two main types of adverbs: verb phrase adverbs and sentence adverbs; in both types, adverbs are optionally positioned in the sentence with no fixed order:

8. VP \( \rightarrow \) (ADV) V (NP) ADV)  (Nuha, 2005)
9. S \( \rightarrow \) (S-ADV) S’ (S-ADV)

As (8 and 9) show, Nuha assumes that adverbs can be either left-adjoined or right-adjoined to the verb; whereas, sentence adverbs occur alternately in initial or final position. Nuha gives the he following examples:

10. (S (NP/Subj saa9a -ti (l-yoom) waagf-at (l-yoom)))  (Nuha, 2005)
   Watch-my (the-today) stopped (the-today)
   “My watch (today) stopped (today).”

11. (S(S Ha-aji?ana), (S-adv Tab9 -an))
   Will-come I, obviously-acc
   “I will come, obviously”

According to Nuha (2005), the temporal adverb of time l-yoom “today” in (10) can appear “around the verb” either between the subject saai9a-ti “my watch” and the main verb taagf-at “stopped” or after the main verb. The same could be said for the sentence adverb Tab9-an “obviously” in (11) which can alternate in the linear order of the sentence; it can appear initially or finally.

Al-Aqad (2013), comparing English and Arabic adverbs positions using X-bar theory, shows that there are more than one position for adverbs in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) sentence and that with the change in adverb position there is a change in the sentence meaning.

Fassi (1997, 1998), as in Cinque (1996), studying adverbs in MSA, assumes that adverbs are event modifiers “adjuncts” generated in specifier positions of functional projections lower than the verb. They move from there to high positions in the clause structure and adjoined to specs of Aspect, Tense, Modality, etc.

According to him, there are three adverb classes; class 1 adverbs are those adverbs that cannot move as high as the Inflectional Phrase (IP) or the left periphery of the clause. They can only be positioned higher than the object or the prepositional phrase (PP) complement. Class 2 adverbs are those adverbs that can move higher than the participle IP or a modal phrase (ModP). Finally, class 3 adverbs are those adverbs that can precede Negation Phrase (NegP) and occur sentence initially in the complementizer phrase, (CP) layer “sentential adverbs”. To cite some of the Fassi’s examples,

Class 1 adverbs:

12. ?a’rifujayyid-an l-jawaab-a  (Fassi, 1997)
   I-know perfect-acc the-answer-acc
   “I know the answer perfectly”

13. Kanna r-rajul-u (*jayyid-an) ya’rifu l-jawaab-a
   Was the-man-nom perfect-acc knows the-answer-acc
   “The man had knowledge (*perfectly) of the answer.”
Compared to (12 and 13), we could see in (14) that the sentence is ungrammatical if the adverb jayyid-an “perfect-acc” appears preverbally. I will shortly show that a sentence like (14) above is grammatical in the SNRDA clause.

Class 2 adverbs:
15. lamyakun r-raju luqabal quad akala t-tuffaah-a (Fassi, 1997)
   not is the-man.nom before indeed ate the-apples-acc
   “The man had not really eaten apples before.”

In (15), the adverb qablu “before” precedes the model particle qad “indeed” which precedes the tensed IP.

Class 3 adverbs:
16. tab’anlam yaka?kul r-raju-l u t-tuffaah-a (Fassi, 1997)
   evidently, not eats the-man.nom the-apples-acc
   “Evidently, the man did not eat apples.”

In (16), the adverb tab’an “evidently” appears at the left periphery of the clause.

According to Fassi, there is a hierarchical fixed order for those three types of adverbs in MSA.
17. tab’anlam yakum r-raju-l u ?abad-an y-a?lulakathirr-an (Fassi, 1997)
   evidently, not is the-man.nom at all-acc eats a lot-acc
   “Evidently, the man was not at all eating a lot.”

As (17) shows, class 3 adverbs come first at the left periphery of the clause; then, class 2 adverbs come lower in a position to the left of the main verb; and class 1 adverbs come lower in the clause structure. That is to say, speaker oriented adverbs precede subject oriented ones which precede manner adverbs.

Fassi states that, it is not as English adverbs, Jackendoff (1972), adverbs in Arabic show meaning change depending on the position in which they occur. A bare noun phrase (NP) adverb in Arabic has either a lexically driven subject oriented or a manner oriented interpretation. In other words, an adverb cannot be ambiguous between manner and subject oriented interpretation.

After I have gone over the previous works that have been done on MSA and some dialects of Arabic, in the next section, I will discuss the morpho-syntax and distribution of adverbs in SNRDA.

4. Morpho-syntax and Distribution of Adverbs in SNRDA

4.1 Morpho-syntax of Adverbs in SNRDA

In this subsection, I discuss the morpho-syntax of adverbs in SNRDA. As in English, adverbs in SNRDA usually tell you when, where, how, in what manner, or to what extent an action is performed. They come in the form of Adjective phrase (AP), Noun Phrase (NP) or b-prefixed nouns (Note 1).

20. Ali wiSalsaalim(-an) AP
   Ali arrived intact
   “Ali arrived healthy.”

21. Ali wiSalmashi(-an) NP
   Ali arrived walking
   “Ali arrived walking.”

22. Ali wiSalb-sir?ah b-prefixed noun
   Ali arrived with speed “quickly”
   “Ali arrived quickly.”

We see in (20) the adjective phrase (AP) saleem-an “healthy” is used as an adverb of manner; and in (21), the noun phrase (NP) mashi-an “walking” is used; in both (20 and 21), we could see the presence of the clitic-an; a clitic that is used for emphasis, emphasizing how the action is done. In (22), the b-prefixed noun, b-sir?ah “quickly” is used.
In SNRDA, as the examples above show, adverbs can be expressed by using mere adjectives, *saalim* “healthy”; other adverbs can be expressed by using mere nouns that are derived from verbs as in *mashi* “waking” which is derived from the verb *misha* “walk”; below are some examples of adverbs derived from verbs:

Table 1. Examples of adverbs derived from verbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The verb</th>
<th>The meaning</th>
<th>The adverb derived</th>
<th>The meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dharab</td>
<td>“hit/beat”</td>
<td>dharb</td>
<td>“strongly/severely”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shirib</td>
<td>“drink”</td>
<td>shirb</td>
<td>“fully”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ribat</td>
<td>“tighen”</td>
<td>rakt</td>
<td>“tightly”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bik</td>
<td>“cray”</td>
<td>bik</td>
<td>“too much crying”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Moreover, many adverbs are morphologically derived by attaching the prefix *b*- to nouns; as in *b-sir?ah* “quickly” in (22) above, where the prefix *b*- is attached to the noun *sir?ah* “speed”. Here are some more examples of *b*-noun adverbs:

Table 2. Examples of adverbs derived by attaching the prefix *b*- to the noun

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The noun</th>
<th>The meaning</th>
<th>The adverb derived</th>
<th>The meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>quwwa</td>
<td>“strength”</td>
<td>b-quwwa</td>
<td>“strongly”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?adil</td>
<td>“justice”</td>
<td>b-?adil</td>
<td>“justly”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sidq</td>
<td>“honesty”</td>
<td>b-Sidq</td>
<td>“honestly”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?aSabiyya</td>
<td>“nervousness”</td>
<td>b-?aSabiyya</td>
<td>“nervously”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now, although many adverbs start with the prefix *b*- and those expressed through mere nouns or adjectives to express how an action is performed, they are many other ones that do not go with these paradigms; to cite some, we have for example *duub* “just/right now”, *ba?d* “yet”, *daayim* “always”, *kwayyis* “well”, *lillah* “never”, *ihtimaal* “probably”, ma *?unmr* “never”, *faqaT* “just, only”, *qhaad, hnaak* “there”, *hnayyah* “here”, *shway* “little”, *shwayshway* “little little”, *wara* “back”, *alatuul* “immediately” and *mishwain*, *minsaa?* “before some time”. That is to say, adverbs do not seem to have any specific characteristics that distinguish them apart; Emonds (1985) assumes specific characteristics for English and French adverbs; -ly and -ment respectively.

SNRDA has other syntactic structures that function as adverbials, PP and subordinate clauses. Here is an example where an adverbial PP is used.

23. aliwiSalb-sayyarah  (adverbial of manner)
   Ali arrived by car
   “Ali arrived by a car.”

In (23), the preposition phrase *b-sayyarah* “by a car” is an adverbial that modifies the manner of arrival. One might wonder how this adverbial differs from one that is discussed earlier under adverbs as in the adverb *b-sir?ah* “quickly” (the example repeated here for convenience).

24. aliwiSalb-sir?ah
   Ali arrived quickly
   “Ali arrived quickly.”

*b-sir?ah* “quickly” in (24) compared to *b-sayyarah* “by a car” in (23), as the meaning and the English gloss show, is considered as an adverb of one word rather than an adverbial of two words; and it is most of the time shorted to *b-saa?* “quickly”.

Subordinate clauses can also function as adverbials. See the following:

25. aliwiSalqabilyaaSalfahad  (subordinate clause as an adverbial)
   Ali arrived before arrived Fahad
   “Ali had arrived before Fahad arrived.”

In (25), the subordinate clause *qabilyaa Salfahad* “before Fahad arrived” functions as and adverbial that modifies the verb of the matrix clause *wiSal* “arrived”.
To complete the picture of adverbs, it is worth mentioning that there are sentential adverbs that modify the entire clause such as baTTabʔan “of course”, aSSiheeh “truly”, al-wikaad “truly”, ?aSlan “basically, emooman “generally”, awwalan “firstly”, akheeran “finally”, bsarahah/sarahah “frankly”, haqeeqah “truly” and lisuuʔalhadh “unfortunately”. See the following sentence.

26. wikaad, aliwiSal     (sentential adverb)
truth, Ali arrived
“Truly, Ali arrived.”

We see in (26), that the adverb wikaad “truly” occurs sentence initially. Notice the use of the pause right after the adverb; it represents a short silence when the sentence is uttered.

Before investigating the syntactic distribution of adverbs in SNRDA, it is worth mentioning that SNRDA has what is referred to as degree adverbs, those adverbs that modify adjectives and other adverbs like heel/balheel, marrah, jidan, and ktheer which all means “very/extremely”:

27. alithaki heel     (degree adverb)
Ali smart very
“Ali is very smart.”

In (27), the adverbial heel “very” is modifying the adjective thaki “smart”.

In addition, to add emphasis to an adjective or adverb to a great degree or extremity, speakers of this dialect reduplicate the word with intonation difference; they place higher pitch on the second word.

28. Ali thikiTHIKI
Ali smartSMART
“Ali is very smart.”

29. Ali tiweel TIWEEL
Ali tall TALL
“Ali is very tall.”

In both (28 and 29), the noun thiki “smart” and the adjective tiweel “tall” are reduplicated with higher pitch on the second word. After going over the morphology of the adverbs and adverbials in SNRDA, next, I discuss the distribution of those adverbs in the SNRDA sentence.

4.2 Distribution of Adverbs in SNRDA

4.2.1 The Clause Structure of the SNRDA

Before discussing the distribution of adverbs in SNRDA, it is important to know that SNRDA has three main word orders SVO, VSO, and VOS. Those word orders are associated with different intonations.

30. alisharasayyarah     SVO
ali bought a car
“Ali bought a car.”                      (informative)
“As for Ali, he bought a car.”            (Ali is topicalized)
“ALI bought a car.”                     (Ali is foused)
“Did Ali buy a car?”                    (yes/no question)

31. sharaalisayyarah     VSO
bought Ali a car
“Ali bought a car.”                      (informative)
“Did Ali buy a car?”                    (yes/no question)

32. sharasayyarahali     VOS
bought a car Ali
“As for Ali, he BOUGHT A CAR.”

As we could see from (30), in a SVO order, the sentence can be interpreted differently depending on the
intonation used. If the words in the sentence are uttered with the same intonation; it is an informative sentence. However, if the subject of the sentence Ali receives higher pitch, it could be interpreted as a focus or a topic; we could see the use of a pause right after the subject. Not only that, even without the use of a wh-item, the sentence is interpreted as a yes/no question or a question tag. In VSO word order in (31), the sentence is either informative or a yes/no question; despite the fact the VSO word order is attested and grammatical, it is rarely used by native speaker of this dialect. In (32), the subject Ali appears final in the clause. It is interpreted as a topic whereas the VP, the verb and the object, are focused. In all word orders, the subject fully agrees with the verb in person, number and gender.

The internal structure of the clause structure in SNRDA is more complex than it seems to be.

33. alima rah ykuunyal?abkuurah
   Ali not will be playing football
   “Ali will not be playing football.”

In (33), we could see that, in the SNRDA clause structure, the negation item ma “not” is to the left of the future marker rah “will”; lower than both of these two elements, there is the verb yakuun “be” which is followed by the main verb of the sentence yal?ab “playing”; all are followed by the object kuurah “football”; (A full discussion of the clause structure is something beyond the scope of this paper; the reader is referred to Khalaf’s dissertation (2007)). In the rest of the paper, it is suffice to discuss the distribution of adverbs in this dialect using SVO sentences. After showing the structure of the clause in SNRDA, next, I discuss the distribution of adverbs in the dialect.

4.2.2 Adverbs Distribution in SNRDA

With neutral interpretation, adverbs are classified into two main groups: preverbal adverbs like, ihtimaal “probably”, ihyaanan “often”, ma ?umr “never” and ma ?ad “no longer” which always appear preverbally and postverbal adverbs like, b-biTa “slowly”, bsaa? “quickly” and b-quwwa “strongly” which always appear clause final. Besides, the SNRDA clause has what is always referred to as sentential adverbials like wikaad “truly” and saraahah “frankly”. All these types are addressed in the following subsections.

4.2.2.1 Preverbal Adverbs

This subsection discusses mainly the preverbal adverbs. Those preverbal adverbs are divided into two types; the first type is those adverbs that always appear in a position to the left of the subject in a neutral sentence like ihtimaal “probably” and ihyaanan “often”; I will label them as “left periphery adverbs” just to distinguish them from other types of adverbs. The second type of preverbal adverbs isma-adverbs like ma ?umr “never” and ma ?ad “no longer”. Both types of adverbs are discussed next.

4.2.2.1.1 Left Periphery Adverbs

In a neutral sentence, adverbs like ihtimal “probably” and ihyaanan “often” always appear in a position to the left of the subject. Let us see the following examples.

34. ihyaananaliiyuurufahad
   Often Ali visit Fahad
   “Ali often visits Fahad.”

35. *ali(ahyaanan)yiruur(ahyaanan)fahad(ahyaanan)
   Ali often visit often Fahad often
   “Ali often visits Fahad.”

In the neutral sentence (34), we could see that the adverb ahyaanan “often” occupies a position to the left of the subject. (35) shows that any other position renders the sentence ungrammatical. Moreover, in the same position to the left of the subject, the preverbal adverb ihyaanan “often” can be pronounced with a higher pitch; in this case, it is interpreted as a topic and with much higher pitch when it is interpreted as a focus. We could see the use of a comma indicating a pause right after the adverb.

36. ahyaanan, aliiyuurufahad
   Often,     Ali visit Fahad
   “As for often, Ali visits Fahad
   “OFTEN, Ali will visits Fahad.”
“Ali often visits Fahad.”

As (36) shows, the adverb *ahyaanan* “often” is only interpreted as either a topic or a focus but never takes a neutral interpretation.

When the subject *Ali* precedes the neutral, or topicalized or even focused adverb *ahyaanan* “often”, the subject is always interpreted as a topic or a focus.

37. al,ahyaananyizuurfahad

Ali often visit Fahad

“As for Ali, he often visits Fahad.”

“As for Ali, as for often, he visits Fahad.”

“As for Ali, OFTEN, he visits Fahad.”

“ALI, he often visits Fahad.”

“ALI, as for often, he visits Fahad.”

*“Ali often visits Fahad”*

In (37), we could see that the subject *Ali* precedes the adverb *ahyaanan* “often”; whether the adverb is neutral or topicalized or even focused, the subject is always interpreted as either a topic or a focus; neutral interpretation of the subject renders the sentence ungrammatical. Before closing this section, it is worth mentioning that the adverb *ahyaanan* “often” can appear clause final; it can appear clause final if and only if either the verb phrase including the subject *ali yizuurfahad* “Ali visits Fahad.” is focused or the verb phrase *yizuurfahad* “visits Fahad” is focused while the subject *Ali* is topicalized. This is clear from the way the sentence is pronounced; speakers use higher pitch on those elements that are topicalized or focused and pause right before the adverb is uttered; not to mention, they pause right after the topicalized subject.

38. aliyizuurfahad, ahyaanan.

Ali visitFahad often

“ALI VISITS FAHAD, often”

*“Ali often visits Fahad.”*

39. ali, yizuurfahad, ahyaanan

Ali visitFahad often

“As for Ali, he often VISITS FAHAD.”

*“Ali often visits Fahad.”*

In (38), the verb phrase along with the subject *ali yizuurfahad* “Ali visits Fahad” is focused. In (39), the subject *ali* is topicalized while the verb and the object *yizuurfahad* “visits Fahad” are focused. Any other interpretation is not accepted. What is important is that the adverb *ahyaanan* “often” is interpreted as neutral at the end of the sentence.

In this subsection, I have shown that the left periphery preverbal adverbs like *ahyaanan* “often” always precede the subject in a neutral sentence; these adverbs can be topicalized or focused at the left periphery of the clause. It is only when the verb phrase along with the subject is focused or the subject is topicalized and the verb and its object are focused, these adverbs surface clause final. Next, the preverbal *ma*-adverbs are discussed.

4.2.2.1.2 *ma*-adverbs

This subsection concerns the distribution of *ma*-adverbs like *ma 9umr* “never” and *ma 9ad* “no longer”. These adverbs are internally complex as they are formed out of a negation element *ma* and a noun *9umr*; separately, the noun is used to mean “age, life, or spirit”.

40. ?umralitiweel

age Ali long

“Alli’s age is long.”

41. Allitsawee-ihyqassir al-?umr

That do-it shorten the-age

“What you do shortens the age.”
An interesting fact about the *ma*-adverbs is that no element can come in between the *ma* and the noun which shows that adjacency requirement must be respected.

42. *ma aliumr-*(ih) zaarfahad
   
   Not Ali age-him visited Fahad
   
   “Ali never visited Fahad.”

(42) shows that an element like the subject *Ali* cannot appear in a position in between the *ma* and *9umr*. Being homophonous with the sentential negation *ma* someone might conclude that *ma* used with these adverbs is just the *ma* used with sentential negation. That is not really true; both *mas* can appear in the same clause. To avoid confusion, from now on, I will be glossing *ma-?umr* as “never”.

43. maumralima zaarfahad
   
   neverAli not visited Fahad
   
   “Ali has not never visited Fahad.”

(Ali always visited Fahad.)

In (43), we could see that the sentential negation *ma* cooccurs with the *ma* in the *ma*-adverb *ma 9umr* “never” in the same clause.

These adverbs always appear in a position to the left of the subject with only and only neutral interpretation.

44. maumralizaarfahad
   
   never Ali visited Fahad
   
   “Ali never visited Fahad.”

(44) shows that the *ma*-adverb *ma 9umr* “never” is always interpreted as neural. (45) shows that this adverb never occupies a postverbal position. As in the left periphery adverbs discussed above, when the subject precedes the *ma*-adverb, it is always interpreted as a topic or a focus. In this case, there is an obligatorily presence of a resumptive clitic attached to the *ma*-adverb which fully agrees with the subject.

45. * alizaar (ma umr (Note 2)) fahad (ma umr)
   
   Never Ali visited never Fahad never
   
   “Ali never visited Fahad.”

We could see in (46), the subject *Ali* is interpreted as a topic or a focus; the neutral interpretation of the subject renders the sentence ungrammatical.

In this subsection, I have shown that the *ma*-adverb like *ma 9umr* “never” appear only preverbally. And that the subject can appear to the left of this adverb for a topic or a focus interpretation; in this case, a clitic surfaces onto the adverb. In the next subsection, I will discuss the postverbal adverbs.

4.2.2.2 Postverbal Adverbs

This subsection concerns the postverbal adverbs like *bjid* “hard”, *bquuah* “strongly” and *bhiduu* “calmly”. In a neutral sentence, these adverbs can only appear clause final.

47. Ali dharabfahadbquuah
   
   Ali hit Fahad strongly
   
   “Ali hit Fahad strongly.”
48. *Ali (bquuah) dharab(bquuah)fahad
   Ali strongly hit Fahad strongly
   “Ali hit Fahad strongly.”

(47) shows that the adverb bquuah “strongly” appears clause final. Thus, the ungrammaticality of (48) is not surprising.

In a neutral sentence, the same adverb bquuah can appear in a position lower than the subject. In this case, it is interpreted as “with confidence” modifying the subject Ali.

49. Ali bquuah dharab fahad
   Ali with confidence hit Fahad
   “Ali with confidence hit Fahad.”

*“Ali strongly hit Fahad.”

We could see from (49) that, in a neutral sentence, the adverb bquuah “strongly” occupies a position to the right of the subject. Again, this is only when the adverb is interpreted as “with confidence” modifying the subject Ali. Contra Fassi’s & Nuha’s, as in English (Jackendoff, 1972), this shows that in the dialect under investigation, the interpretation of the adverb varies depending on its position in the sentence.

The same postverbal adverbs can also appear preverbally at the left periphery of the clause when they are interpreted as foci. However, these adverbs contrast with the preverbal adverbs like a Hyaanan “often” in that they never appear at the left periphery of the clause as topics. I will not say for sure why this is the case; but, I would say that it is just difficult to have an “adverb of manner” as a topic of conversation. In addition, with this focus interpretation, the adverb is ambiguous; it is either modifies the subject or the verb. See the following sentence where the adverb appears at the left periphery of the clause.

50. Bquuah, Ali dharab fahad
   STRONGLY/WITH CONFIDENCE Ali hit Fahad
   “STRONGLY/WITH CONFIDENCE, Ali hit Fahad.”

*“As for strongly, Ali hit Fahad.”

In (50), we could see that adverb bquuah appears clause-initial and is only interpreted as a focus. In this case, there is a pause right after the adverb as the comma shows. In this sentence, as the English glossing shows, the adverb is ambiguous, it either modifies the action verb dharab “hit” or the subject of the sentence Ali.

Now, when the subject Ali precedes the focused adverb bquuah “strongly”, the subject Ali is always interpreted as a topic. Again, the adverb is ambiguous; it could be interpreted as an adverb that modifies the action dharab “hit” or it could be interpreted as an adverb that modifies the topicalized subject Ali.

51. Ali, bquuah, dharab fahad
   Ali STRONGLY/WITH CONFIDENCE hit Fahad
   “As for Ali, STRONGLY/WITH CONFIDENCE, he hit Fahad.”

*“As for strongly, Ali hit Fahad.”

In (51), the subject Ali precedes the focused adverb bquuah; as we could see, there are two different interpretations for the adverb, one interpretation in which the adverb modifies subject and the other in which it modifies the action verb. As for the subject, it is only interpreted as a topic. Interestingly enough, the same adverb can appear in other positions inside the clause. In these positions, the adverb bquuah is interpreted as a focus modifying the subject Ali or the action verb yadhrib “hit”. In any case, there is a pause after the focused adverb.

52. ali rah (bquuah), yidhrib fahad
   Ali will STRONGLY/WITH CONFIDENCE hit Fahad
   “STRONGLY/WITH CONFIDENCE, Ali will hit Fahad.”

*Ali will hit Fahad Strongly.”

In (52), we could see that inside the clause, the adverb bquuah is always interpreted as a focus modifying either the subject Ali or the action verb yadhrib “hit”. it seems that the postverbal adverbs like bquuah “strongly” are interpreted neutrally if and only if they come
postverbally or right after the neutral subject; in other positions inside the clause, those adverbs are interpreted as foci; they receive high pitch and a pause is used. What is important is that ambiguity arises; they either modify the subject or the action verb. I will not say for sure why this is the case.

In this subsection, I have shown that the postverbal adverb like bquuah “strongly” appear clause final where they are interpreted as neutral. The same adverbs appear in a position right to the subject. In this case, the adverb modifies the subject rather than the verb. Contra Fassi’s & Nuha’s, as in English (Jackendoff, 1972), this shows that in the dialect under investigation, the interpretation of the adverb varies depending on its position in the sentence. The same adverbs can appear in other positions, at the left periphery or inside the clause, as foci; in this case, the adverbs are ambiguous; that is to say, they modify either the main verb or the subject of the sentence. Next, sentential subjects are discussed.

4.2.2.3 Sentential Adverbs

In a neutral sentence, sentential adverbs always occur clause initially. They modify the entire clause and are distinguished from other adverbs in neutral sentences in that they are separated from the clause by a comma. (Cobb, 2006, who refers to them as disjunct adverbs).

53. wiikaad, alizaarfahad
   truly, Ali visited Fahad
   “Truly, Ali visited Fahad.”

54. * ali, (wiikaad) zaar(wiikaad) fahad (wiikaad)
   Ali truly, visited truly Fahad truly
   “Truly, Ali visited Fahad.”

In (53), we could see that the adverb wiikaad “truly” appears in a sentence-initial position. As shown from (54), its appearance in other positions renders the sentence ungrammatical. However, those sentential adverbs could appear in the clause final position if and only if the entire sentence is focused or the subject is topicalized and the verb and its object are focused.

55. alizaarfahad, wiikaad
   Ali visited Fahad, wiikaad
   “Truly, ALI VISITED FAHAD.”

*“Truly, Ali visited Fahad.”

56. ali, zaarfahad, wiikaad
   Ali visited Fahad, wiikaad
   “Truly, as for Ali, he VISITED FAHAD.”

*“Truly, Ali visited Fahad.”

In (55), the adverb wiikaad “truly” surfaces clause-final; in this sentence, the verb phrase and subject alizaarfahad “Ali visited Fahad”are focused. In (56), the subject Ali is topicalized and the verb and its object zaarfahad “visited Fahad” are focused; that is clear from the why those elements are uttered; they receive high pitch compared to the adverb wiikaad “truly”. Again, we notice the use of the comma indicating a pause.

In this subjection, I have shown that in a neutral sentence, sentential adverbs like wiikaad “truly” always appear in the left periphery of the clause; they can appear clause final if and only if the subject and the verb phrase are focused or the subject is topicaized and the verb and its object are focused.

To conclude this section, with a neutral interpretation, I have shown that there are two main types of adverbs; adverbs like a Hyaanan “often” and ma-?umr “never” that only appear preverbally and adverbs like bquuah “strongly” and sir9ah “quickly” that only appear clause final. With an un-neutral interpretation, adverbs like aHyaanan “sometimes” and b-sir9ah “quickly” can appear in the left periphery of the clause or inside the clause. As for sentential adverbs like wiikaad “truly”, they always appear at the left periphery of the clause; they can appear clause final if and only if the subject and the verb phrase are focused or the subject is topicalized and the verb and its object are focused.

Before concluding this paper, recall that I have aforementioned that there are other adverbs in SNRDA; those adverbs that are referred to as degree adverbs which modify adjectives and other adverbs like heel/balheel, marrah, jidan, and ktheer “very/extremely”. Neutrally, those adverbs follow the adjective they modify. See the
following sentence.

57. alial-thakiheel akhuuy

Ali the smart very my brother

“Alli the very smart is my brother.”

In (57), the adverb heel “very” is modifying the adjective al-thaki “the smart”. What is interesting about these adverbs is that the same adverbials can appear before the adjective; in this case, the adverb is uttered with high pitch compared to the rest of elements in the sentence. In addition, the definite article al- “the” is cliticized onto the adverb leaving the adjective without a definite article.

58. aliAL-HEELthakiakhui

Ali THE VERY smart my brother

“Alli THE VERY smart is my brother.”

In (58), compared to (57), the adverb heel “very” with the definite article clitic al- “the” precedes the adjective thaki “smart” and is uttered with high pitch.

This distribution of the degree adverbs along with other preverbal and post-verbal adverbs as well as sentential adverbs in SNRDA shows that the syntax of adverbs is far more complicated than it seems to be.

5. Conclusion

With my belief that there is not a comprehensive theory for adverbs, Iatridou (1990), Bobaljik & Jonas (1996), in this paper, I have investigated the morph-syntax and distribution of adverbs in one of the Saudi dialect of Arabic, Saudi Northern Region Dialect of Arabic (SNRDA); a dialect that is spoken in the Northern Region of Saudi Arabia. I have shown that adverbs at least in SNRDA are not descriptively as simple as it is assumed for other dialects of Arabic studied by Nuha (2005) and in the Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) investigated by Fassi (1997, 1998). What is interesting is that intonation plays role in where the adverbs appear and how they are interpreted; in addition, with the change of the adverb position, there is a change in the meaning. Now, taking into account the role of intonation, the questions that need to be addressed are how those adverbs are structurally licensed in this dialect and why with intonation difference adverbs become ambiguous; these questions and other remaining puzzles are left for future work.
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Notes

Note 1. Shortly, it will be shown why I have labeled those type of adverbs as b-prefixed nouns.

Note 2. Nothing can come between the verb and its object.
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